Results of three searches are presented for the production of supersymmetric particles decaying into final states with missing transverse momentum and exactly two isolated leptons, e or µ. The analysis uses a data sample collected during the first half of 2011 that corresponds to a total integrated luminosity of 1 fb −1 of √ s = 7 TeV proton-proton collisions recorded with the ATLAS detector at the Large Hadron Collider. Opposite-sign and same-sign dilepton events are separately studied, with no deviations from the Standard Model expectation observed. Additionally, in oppositesign events, a search is made for an excess of same-flavour over different-flavour lepton pairs. Effective production cross sections in excess of 9.9 fb for opposite-sign events containing supersymmetric particles with missing transverse momentum greater than 250 GeV are excluded at 95% CL. For same-sign events containing supersymmetric particles with missing transverse momentum greater than 100 GeV, effective production cross sections in excess of 14.8 fb are excluded at 95% CL. The latter limit is interpreted in a simplified electroweak gaugino production model excluding chargino masses up to 200 GeV, under the assumption that slepton decay is dominant.
Introduction
Many extensions to the Standard Model (SM) predict the existence of new states that decay to invisible particles. New coloured particles, such as the squarks (q) and gluinos (g) of supersymmetric (SUSY) theories [1] , are among those predicted. These new particles could be accessible at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). In R-parity conserving [2] SUSY models, the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) is stable and weakly interacting, and SUSY particles are pair-produced. The LSP escapes detection, giving rise to events with significant missing transverse momentum (E miss T ). The dominant SUSY production channels at the LHC are: squark-(anti)squark, squark-gluino and gluino pair production. The squarks and gluinos are expected to decay into quarks and the SUSY partners of the gauge and Higgs bosons, charginos,χ ± , and neutralinos,χ 0 . Weak gauginos and sleptons may also be pairproduced, albeit with smaller cross sections, and dilepton searches are potentially very sensitive to direct electroweak gaugino production:χ , where l is an e, µ or τ lepton (only e and µ are considered in this paper). These decays can be direct, or proceed via an intermediate slepton.
In each SUSY event there are two independent cascade decays. Two leptons are produced in events in which two gauginos decay via cascade a) or b), or events in which one gaugino decays via cascade c) or d). In the former case, the events may contain same sign leptons and the lepton flavour may differ. In the latter case, the leptons will have the same flavour, and searching for an excess of opposite-sign same-flavour dilepton events over different flavour events offers one of the best routes to the model-independent measurement of SUSY particle masses via end-points in the dilepton invariant mass distribution [3] [4] [5] .
Previous results of SUSY searches at the LHC for final states with two leptons, electrons or muons, can be found in Refs. [6] [7] [8] [9] . This letter presents updated results using data recorded during 2011 from each of the three ATLAS searches for SUSY in events with exactly two leptons and significant missing transverse momentum. The two inclusive searches for opposite-and same-sign lepton pairs and the search for an excess of events with same-flavour lepton pairs proceed similarly to those reported in Refs [6] and [7] , with minor modifications. The latter is termed a "flavour subtraction" analysis, and considers the subtraction of different-flavour dilepton events from those of same-flavour. In the 2011 analyses, the rejection criteria for cosmic ray muons are stricter and the method for estimating their contamination to the signal regions is modified. Lepton kinematic selection criteria are also adjusted to match the single lepton triggers used in 2011. The experimental environment differs significantly from that of 2010 due to the higher rate of multiple proton-proton collisions per bunch-crossing (pile-up) produced by the LHC.
In 2010, the dilepton analyses set limits in high-E
Monte Carlo
Monte Carlo (MC) simulated event samples are used to develop and validate the analysis procedure and to help evaluate the SM backgrounds in the various signal regions. Production of top quark pairs is simulated with MC@NLO [12] , using a top quark mass of 172.5 GeV and the next-to-leading order (NLO) parton distribution functions (PDF) CTEQ6.6 [13] , which are used with all NLO MC codes in this analysis. Samples of W production and Z/γ * production, with accompanying jets, are produced with ALPGEN [14] 2 . Diboson (W W , W Z, ZZ) production is simulated with HERWIG [15] , W + W + jj production with MadGraph [16] and single top production with MC@NLO. Fragmentation and hadronisation for the ALPGEN and MC@NLO samples are performed with HERWIG, using JIMMY [17] for the underlying event. ALPGEN and POWHEG [18] samples are used to assess the systematic uncertainties associated with the choice of generator for tt production, and AcerMC [19] samples are used to assess the uncertainties associated with initial and final state radiation (ISR/FSR). The simplified electroweak gaugino production models are simulated using HERWIG++ [20] , with cross sections calculated at NLO using PROSPINO [21] . Samples of QCD jet events are generated with PYTHIA using the MRST2007LO* modified leading-order PDF [22] , which are used with all leading-order MC codes in this analysis. The QCD jet MC is only used for cross-checks of components of the data-driven background estimation.
The MC samples are produced using the ATLAS MC10b parameter tune [23] and a GEANT4 [24] based detector simulation [25] . MC samples are reweighted so that the number of interactions per bunch crossing agrees with that in data.
Object Reconstruction
Electrons are reconstructed from clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeter matched to a track in the ID. Electrons are required to pass the "medium" [26] electron definition (selection criteria based mainly on lateral shower shape requirements in the calorimeter) and have p T > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.47. Electrons within 0.2 < ∆R < 0.4 of any jet are discarded, where ∆R = (∆η) 2 + (∆φ) 2 . When the jet-electron distance is below 0.2, the jet is removed. For electrons in the signal region, the quality criterion is raised to "tight" by placing additional requirements on the ratio of calorimetric energy to track momentum, and the number of high-threshold hits in the TRT. Furthermore, the electrons are required to be isolated: the p T sum of tracks above 1 GeV within a cone of size ∆R < 0.2 around each electron candidate (excluding the electron candidates themselves) is required to be less than 10% of the electron's p T . If the electron is the highest p T lepton in the pair, the p T requirement is raised to 25 GeV.
Muons are reconstructed using either a full muon spectrometer track matched to an ID track, or a muon spectrometer track segment matched to an extrapolated ID track. Muons are required to have p T > 10 GeV, |η| < 2.4, and to be well reconstructed, with sufficient hits in the pixel, SCT, and TRT detectors. Muon tracks reconstructed independently in both the ID and muon spectrometer are required to have a good match and a compatible momentum measurement in both detectors. Muons within ∆R < 0.4 of any jet are discarded. In order to reject muons resulting from cosmic rays, tight cuts are applied to the origin of the muon relative to the primary vertex (PV): muon tracks are required to have a longitudinal impact parameter |z 0 | < 1 mm and a transverse impact parameter |d 0 | < 0.2 mm. Muons in the signal region must be isolated: the p T sum of tracks within a cone of size ∆R < 0.2 around the muon candidate (excluding the muon candidate itself) is required to be less than 1.8 GeV. If a muon in a signal region is the highest p T lepton in the pair, the p T requirement is raised to 20 GeV.
Jets are reconstructed using the anti-k t jet clustering algorithm [27] with a distance parameter of 0.4. The inputs to the jet algorithm are clusters formed from energy deposits in the calorimeter. Jets are required to have p T > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.8. Events with any jet that fails quality criteria designed to remove noise and non-collision backgrounds [28] are rejected.
The missing transverse momentum (E miss T ) in this analysis is the magnitude of the vector sum of the p T of reconstructed objects in the event. The objects considered are jets with p T > 20 GeV, signal leptons, any additional nonisolated muons (for example from semi-leptonic decays of hadrons in jets) and calorimeter clusters with |η| < 4.5 which are not associated to any of the aforementioned objects.
Event Selection
The primary vertex (the vertex with the highest summed track p 2 T ) in each event is required to have at least five associated tracks. Due to readout problems in the LAr calorimeter for a subset of the data, events in data and MC containing a jet with p T > 20 GeV or an identified electron with −0.1 < η < 1.5 and −0.9 < φ < −0.5 are rejected (resulting in a loss of less than 2% of the data). Each selected event must contain exactly two reconstructed leptons, e or µ, satisfying the conditions described in Section 5. Events containing exactly two electrons (muons) must satisfy the electron (muon) trigger. For events containing exactly one electron and one muon: those with an electron with p T > 25 GeV must satisfy the electron trigger, while events with no such electron must have a muon with p T > 20 GeV and satisfy the muon trigger.
Events containing an electron with p T > 25 GeV which do not satisfy the electron trigger are recovered using the muon trigger provided the p T of the muon is greater than 20 GeV.
Additionally, both leptons in each pair must satisfy the signal region requirements. To remove low-mass dilepton resonances, the invariant mass (m ll ) of the lepton-pair must be greater than 12 GeV. The selected events are then classified as opposite-sign or same-sign, depending on the respective charges of each lepton in the pair.
The various signal regions defined for the opposite-sign (OS-x), same-sign (SS-x) and flavour-subtraction (FS-x) analyses are given in Table 1 . The opposite-sign and samesign signal regions are designed to provide sensitivity to Rparity conserving SUSY models with high-E miss T (OS-inc and SS-inc) and electroweak gaugino production (SS-inc). Signal regions that introduce requirements on the multiplicity and p T of jets in the events (OS-3j, OS-4j and SS2j) exploit the expected presence of jets in cascade decays from coloured SUSY particle production. The three latter regions are optimised by considering their potential reach in the parameter space of mSUGRA/CMSSM [1] models 3 . For the flavour-subtraction analysis, the signal regions aim to fully exploit the natural cancellation of tt and other flavour-symmetric background events and to have a minimum contamination from Z/γ * +jets and diboson events. The contamination from flavour-asymmetric background is reduced with either a veto on events with m ll near the mass of the Z boson (FS-no Z), requirements on jet multiplicity and p T (FS-2j) or very high-E miss T (FS-inc).
Background Evaluation
The background from cosmic rays must be evaluated in all signal regions. Muons from hard scattering processes typically have very low values of |z 0 | and |d 0 | since they originate from the PV of the event. The distributions of both |z 0 | and |d 0 | for cosmic rays are broad. In the µµ channels the expected numbers of cosmic ray events in each signal region are evaluated using the |z 0 | distribution of muons in dimuon events for which the |z 0 | and |d 0 | requirements have been relaxed. The region 1 < |z 0 | < 100 mm is populated with cosmic rays. Due to the fall off of the tracking efficiency at large z 0 , this region can be well described by a Gaussian fit. This fit can be used to evaluate the number of cosmic rays in the region |z 0 | < 1 mm, given the estimated number in the region 1 < |z 0 | < 100 mm after the application of the signal region selection cuts. This procedure yields contributions from cosmic rays of < 10 cosmic ray muon is much less likely than the probability of reconstructing a cosmic ray event as two reconstructed muons in coincidence with a collision event. This sets a conservative estimate of the contribution in the eµ channels of < 10 −3 events.
The SM backgrounds to each search are evaluated using a combination of MC simulation and data-driven techniques. Contributions from single top and diboson events are evaluated using the MC samples described in Section 4, scaled to the luminosity of the data sample. The former must be evaluated only in OS-x and FS-x signal regions, while the latter must be evaluated in all signal regions. Contributions from Z/γ * +jets and tt events (which must be estimated in OS-x and FS-x signal regions, but not SS-x regions) are evaluated using MC samples normalised to data in appropriate control regions (CR). SM processes generating events containing at least one fake or non-isolated lepton are collectively referred to as "fake lepton" background, generally consisting of semi-leptonic tt, single top, W +jets and QCD light and heavy-flavour jet production. The fake lepton background is obtained using a purely data-driven technique for all signal regions. The background from charge misidentification (from electrons in events which have undergone hard bremsstrahlung with subsequent photon conversion) is important in the same-sign signal region and is estimated using a partially data-driven technique.
The following paragraphs first describe the evaluation of the backgrounds which contribute only to the oppositesign (and flavour-subtraction) signal regions. The fake lepton background for all signal regions is then described. Lastly, details are given of how the background from charge misidentification is estimated for each same-sign signal region.
The fully leptonic tt background in the signal regions is obtained by extrapolating from the number of tt events in a suitable control region, after correcting for contamination from non-tt events, into the signal regions using the ratio of the number of MC tt events in the signal region to those in the control region. The numbers of tt events in a given control region are determined using a "top-tagging" algorithm. The top-tagging requirement is imposed through the use of the variable m CT [29] . This observable can be calculated from the four-vectors of the selected jets and leptons:
where v i can be a lepton (l), a jet (j), or a lepton-jet combination (jl), transverse momentum vectors are defined by p T and transverse energies E T are defined as
The quantities m CT (j, j), m CT (l, l) and m CT (jl, jl) are bounded from above by analytical functions of the top quark and W boson masses. A top-tagged event must have at least two jets with p T > 20 GeV, and the scalar sum of the p T of at least one combination of two jets and the two leptons in the event must exceed 100 GeV. Furthermore, top-tagged events are required to possess m CT values calculated from combinations of jets and leptons consistent with the expected bounds from tt events as described in Ref. [30] (m CT (jj) in the allowed area of the m CT (jj)-p T (jj) plane, m CT (l 1 , l 2 ) in the allowed area of the m CT (l 1 , l 2 )-p T (ll) plane and m CT (jl, jl) compatible withtt) as well as lepton-jet invariant mass values consistent with top quark decays (m(j 1 l 1 ) < 155 GeV and m(j 1 l 2 ) < 155 GeV). The contributions in each opposite-sign signal region are obtained using three separate control regions (one for each signal region). All three control regions (for OS/FS-inc, OS-3j and OS-4j) require, in addition to the top-tagged lepton pairs, 60 < E miss T < 100 GeV, except in the e ± e ∓ and µ ± µ ∓ channels of OS-inc, where 80 < E miss T < 100 GeV is required. In the first (a control region for OS/FS-inc), no requirement is placed on the jets, while in the second (for OS-3j) and third (for OS-4j), three jets and four jets with p T > 40 GeV are required respectively. In these control regions the numbers of observed events (1010, 238 and 52 in control regions one through to three, respectively) are in good agreement (better than 1 σ) given statistical and systematic uncertainties with the expected rates from tt and non-tt SM processes, resulting in ratios of data to MC in the control regions compatible with one. The contamination from non-tt events lies between 15 and 20%. In the first two signal regions for the flavour subtraction analysis (FS-no Z and FS-2j), the contribution from fully-leptonic tt is taken from MC.
Similarly, the contribution from Z/γ * +jets events in the signal regions is estimated by extrapolating the number of Z/γ * +jets events observed in a control region into the signal region using ratios derived from MC. All Z/γ * control regions contain lepton-pair events satisfying the same selection criteria as the signal region but with E miss T < 20 GeV and an additional 81 < m < 101 GeV requirement. Three distinct control regions are necessary for the three different opposite-sign signal regions: the first (a control region for OS/FS-inc) places no requirements on the number of jets in the event, while the second and third (for OS-3j and OS-4j respectively) require jets with p T as described in Table 1 . Similarly, in the control regions for the flavour-subtraction signal regions (FS-no Z and FS-2j), the corresponding jet requirements in Table 1 are used. In these control regions the numbers of observed events are in good agreement with the expectation from MC, given the systematic and statistical uncertainties on the MC expectation. The predicted numbers of Z/γ * +jets events in each signal region are compatible with the MC expectation (within 1 σ).
The probabilities of fake leptons being reconstructed as prompt, isolated leptons are evaluated from suitable control regions. Putative fake leptons are identified as those satisfying a loose set of identification requirements, and the fraction of these that pass the tight identification requirements used for signal leptons is measured. For muons, the looser identification requirements are identical to those of the signal muons, except the isolation requirement is dropped. Looser electrons must be both "medium" as defined in Ref. [26] and not isolated, but are otherwise identical to the signal electrons. The probability of identifying a heavy-flavour decay, light-jet or photon conversion as a prompt electron is evaluated from events with a single electron satisfying the relaxed identification requirements, E miss T < 30 GeV, at least one jet and ∆φ between the lepton and E miss T directions less than 0.5 (reducing W backgrounds). The corresponding control region for estimating the prompt muon misidentification probability also requires E miss T < 30 GeV and selects events with two same-sign muons satisfying the relaxed identification requirements. The contamination from processes producing prompt, isolated leptons has been studied in MC simulations and is small. With this "lepton" definition, both control regions and signal regions have a similar composition and are dominated by heavy-flavour decays, light-jets, and photon conversions. In each signal region (OS-x, SS-x and FS-x) the observed numbers of events in data with two loose leptons, two tight leptons, or one of each are counted. Systems of linear equations are then constructed for each signal region relating the observed numbers of events with two fake leptons, two real leptons, or one of each to the observed event counts, using the measured probabilities of misidentification for fakes and efficiencies for identification of real leptons. The latter are obtained for electrons and muons separately from events with a single same-flavour opposite-sign lepton pair with m ll within 5 GeV of the Z mass. Simultaneous solution of these equations in each signal region yields the expected number of events in each which contain fake leptons. This method is the "matrixmethod" described in Ref. [31] .
The contribution from charge misidentification in each SS-x region is studied using Z → e + e − MC events. The probability of charge misidentification is ascertained by comparing the charges of generator level electrons to those of reconstructed electron candidates following the application of the same-sign signal region cuts. The misidentification probability is calculated as a function of electron rapidity and transverse momentum and applied to tt → e ± l ∓ (l = e, µ) MC events to evaluate, in each signal region, the number of same-sign events from incorrect charge assignment. The charge misidentification probabilities in the Z → e + e − and tt MC samples are consistent. A single scaling factor is used to correct for discrepancies between the charge misidentification rates in data and simulation. The p T distributions in data and MC are in good agreement. The probability of misidentifying the charge of a muon and the contributions from charge misidentification of Z/γ * +jets and other SM backgrounds are negligible. Fully-leptonic tt production is the dominant SM background in the search for opposite-sign dileptons, making up at least 50% of the total SM event yield. Smaller contributions arise from Z/γ * +jets, diboson and singletop production, and events containing at least one fake or non-prompt lepton. In all but the highest jet multiplicity opposite-sign signal regions, Z/γ * +jets events are the next most significant contribution. After flavour subtraction, flavour-symmetric backgrounds like tt naturally cancel. Events with a fake lepton dominate the same-sign signal samples. Other significant backgrounds come from diboson production and charge mismeasurements. The estimate of the diboson background includes the process W + W + jj, but neglects ttW which has been found to be insignificant. The relative size of each SM background component in each signal region is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
Systematic Uncertainties
The primary sources of systematic uncertainty on the background event estimations are: the jet energy scale (JES), the jet energy resolution (JER) and theory and MC modelling. Uncertainties in lepton reconstruction and identification (momentum and energy scales, resolutions and efficiencies) give smaller contributions. The JES and JER uncertainties are jet p T and η dependent. They are measured using the complete 2010 dataset using the techniques described in Ref. [32] , with an additional contribution (7%) added to the JES uncertainty to account for the effect of higher pile-up in the 2011. Theoretical and MC modelling uncertainties are determined by using different generators and varying the amount of ISR/FSR (for tt), as described in Section 4. Additional uncertainties arise from limited MC statistics. An uncertainty on the luminosity of 3.7% is included [11] . (e) Figure 1 : The E miss T distributions of same-sign dilepton events before any jet requirement (a), and after requiring two high-p T jets (b) and the E miss T distributions of all opposite-sign dilepton events before any jet requirement (c), after requiring 3 high-p T jets (d) and after the 4 jet requirement (e). Errors on data points are statistical, while the error band on the SM background represents the total uncertainty. The lower inserts show the ratio between the data and the SM expectation. The component labelled "Fake leptons" is evaluated using data as described in the text. The remaining background contributions are from MC, normalised to their respective cross sections and the luminosity of the data sample.
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The main systematic uncertainties on the tt background in each OS-x region are summarised in Table 2 . The largest uncertainties (generator and ISR/FSR) affect only the scale factor relating the number of MC tt events in the control region to the signal region. Since tt dominates the event yields in these regions, these uncertainties make up most of the total systematic uncertainty on the estimated opposite-sign background. For the evaluation of the (smaller) contributions from Z/γ * +jets events, a large statistical uncertainty on the MC predictions in the control regions dominates the error. The uncertainties on the single top (in OS-x and FS-x) and diboson (in OS-x, SS-x and FS-x) backgrounds are dominated by the JES and JER contributions. The uncertainties on the yields in all signal regions from events containing fake leptons are dominated by the knowledge of the mis-identification probabilities. This uncertainty makes up most of the total uncertainty on the background yields in SS-x. Systematic uncertainties on the signal expectations are evaluated through variations of the factorisation and renormalisation scales in PROSPINO between half and twice their default values, and by including the uncertainty on α s and on the PDF provided by CTEQ6. Uncertainties are calculated for individual SUSY processes. In the relevant regions of the illustrated mass plane the resulting uncertainties on the signal cross sections are typically 4-8%. Further uncertainties on the numbers of predicted signal events arise from the JES uncertainty (1-18%), luminosity (3.7%) and finite statistics of the signal Monte Carlo samples.
Signal

Results and Interpretation
Opposite and Same-sign Inclusive
The expected and observed numbers of opposite-sign and same-sign lepton-pair events in each signal region are compared in Table 3 to the background expectation. Good agreement is observed. These results are used to set limits on the effective production cross section, the product of the cross section for new phenomena, the kinematic and geometrical acceptance and reconstruction and event selection efficiencies. Limits are set using the CL s prescription, as described in Ref. [33] , and setting the upper limit on the effective production cross section as the limit on the number of observed signal events divided by the integrated luminosity. The results are given in Table 3 The signal region SS-inc is particularly sensitive to low mass electroweak gaugino production and the cascade decays into leptons, so only this region is used to set upper limits on the cross section forχ ± 1χ 0 2 pair production. The cross section upper limits onχ ± 1χ 0 2 pair production, in the simplified direct electroweak gaugino production models detailed in Ref. [34] (Section V, I), are illustrated in Fig. 2 as a function of theχ In these simplified models, the squarks are very heavy (permitting only directχ ± 1χ 0 2 production), the masses of slepton of different flavours are assumed to be degenerate and the branching ratios for bothχ ± 1 →l ± ν,νl ± and χ 0 2 →l ± l ∓ decays are set to one (with branching ratios for (χ ± 1 →lν) and (χ ± 1 →νl) equal to 50%). Furthermore, the sleptons have equal contributions ofl L andl R , including all slepton and sneutrino flavours. The branching ratio for (l → lχ 0 1 ) is 100% and the branching ratio for (ν → νχ ± 1 ) 100%. In this channel, leptons are produced in the cascades:χ 
Flavour-subtraction Analysis
In the flavour-subtraction analysis, limits are set on the excess in the number of opposite-sign same-flavour events (multiplied by detector acceptances and efficiencies) in the appropriate signal regions. This is done using pseudo-experiments. The opposite-sign same-flavour excess is quantified using the quantity S, defined as
which measures the excess of opposite-sign same-flavour events (first two terms) over different-flavour events (third term), taking into account the ratio of electron to muon efficiency times acceptance (β), and the electron and muon trigger efficiencies (τ e and τ µ ), under the assumption that the trigger selection adopted for e ± µ ∓ events is equivalent to a logical OR of the electron and muon triggers. This quantity, S is effectively the excess in the number of sameflavour events multiplied by detector acceptances and efficiencies. The ratio of acceptances and efficiencies, β, is determined from data to be 0.75±0.05, with the quoted error including both systematic and statistical uncertainties. The muon trigger efficiency, τ µ , averaged over the barrel and end-cap is taken to be (81.6± 0.3)%.
The numbers of events in each signal region give N (e ± e ∓ ), N (e ± µ ∓ ) and N (µ ± µ ∓ ) for each region. The invariant mass distributions of the dilepton events with high-E miss T are illustrated in Fig. 3 . To quantify the consistency between the observed S value and the SM prediction the expected distribution of S b in the absence of new phenomena is determined. This distribution possesses a mean given byS b and a width dominated by statistical fluctuations of the numbers of events observed in each channel. The distributions for S b can be determined by generating pseudo-experiments. For each pseudo-experiment the mean numbers of background events in each channel and from each source are sampled, taking appropriate account of correlations between the uncertainties in the values of these means. The resulting number of background events in each channel is then used to construct a Poisson distribution from which the observed number of events in that channel is drawn. The sampled event counts in each channel are then used with Eq. 2 to determine a value of S b , taking care also to sample values of τ e , τ µ and β according to their means and uncertainties. The distribution of S b obtained from these hypothetical signal-free experiments are characterised by a mean and an RMS, as detailed in Table 4 . The non-zeroS b is due to the irreducible background from Z/γ * +jets and diboson events. The assumption that the trigger selection for different flavour dilepton events is equivalent to a logical OR between the electron and muon triggers leads to a slight underestimate of the effective excess of same-flavour events in each region (greatest at 3.5% of S obs in FS-inc, negligible in comparison to the RMS which drives the limit). The distribution of S b values obtained in this way can be used to evaluate the probability of observing a value of S at least as large as S obs . The width of the distribution is dominated by Poisson fluctuations in the number of events. The consistency between data and the SM expectation in each signal region is summarised in Limits are also set onS s , the mean contribution to S from new phenomena. The statistical procedure employed follows that used to determine the consistency of the observed value of S with the background expectation. The pseudo-experiments are modified by adding signal event contributions to the input mean numbers of background events in each channel. An assumption must be made regarding the relative branching ratio of new processes into same-flavour and different flavour final states, as adding flavour uncorrelated contributions to the same-flavour and different-flavour channels increases the width of the S dis- tribution. Given such an assumption, a limit can be set onS s by comparing S obs with the distribution of S values obtained from the new set of signal-plus-background pseudo-experiments. If the assumption is made that the branching fractions for e ± e ∓ and µ ± µ ∓ in new physics events are identical, and the branching fraction for e ± µ ∓ final states is zero, then the limits tabulated in the right most column of Table 5 are obtained. The most stringent limits are set in FS-inc, which requires E miss T > 250 GeV.
Summary
This letter reports results of three searches for new phenomena in final states with opposite-sign and samesign dileptons and missing transverse momentum. These searches also include signal regions that place requirements on the number and p T of energetic jets in the events. There is good agreement for all signal regions between the numbers of observed events and the SM predictions. Model-independent limits are quoted on the cross section multiplied by acceptances and efficiencies for the inclusive analyses, and limits on the same-flavour excess multiplied by acceptances and efficiencies for the flavour-subtraction analysis, all of which improve on results obtained with the 2010 dataset. Cross sections in excess of 9.5 fb for opposite-sign events with missing transverse momentum greater than 250 GeV are excluded at 95% CL. In events with missing transverse energy greater than 250 GeV a limit is set on the number of same-flavour lepton pairs from new physics, multiplied by detector acceptance and efficiency, of 4.5. Cross sections in excess of 10.2 fb for samesign events, with missing transverse momentum greater than 100 GeV, are excluded at 95% CL. Additionally, new limits have been presented on the chargino mass in direct electroweak gaugino production modes using simplified models. Charginos with masses up to 200 GeV are excluded, under the assumptions of these models.
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